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New Home, New Classes…

Same trustworthy, unchanging God
Hello dear friends!
Well, the new year certainly started with a bang, here in Korea—at least for the Trinkleins! Due to brand new government
action, the cost of housing nearly doubled, effectively overnight. This had a seismic impact on the housing market, as you might
imagine.
Here in Korea, many people own one individual apartment (think of a condo unit in America) and if it’s big, or in a good
location, it’s common for them to rent out that “owned” apartment while they themselves live in another (smaller, cheaper) place; the
difference between rental income and rent expense often covers other living expenses. At least, that was true until the rules changed.
Suddenly many of those people found they couldn’t afford to do that any longer…and that included the owners of OUR apartment.
Only a few days after New Year’s, we were told that they wanted to move back into it. Further, they wanted us out by January 28th so
they could do some remodeling first!
Thus began some very stressful days.
Since Luther University/Lutheran Church in Korea is responsible for providing housing for us (a real blessing in the
LCK/LCMS partnership) it was technically their job to find us somewhere new to live. But due to the rule change, apartments like
ours were simply not available within an hour’s drive of LTU. Ack!
Then the University did something very kind: there are two small “guest” apartments in the faculty housing building, which
share a communicating door (like some hotel rooms have). LTU took those two apartments and declared them to be “one” for us!
Further, the apartments were re-painted, re-papered, re-floored, and while one of the kitchenettes was simply removed (it’s now our
“laundry area”) the other one was completely re-done! (So were the two bathrooms!) It’s wonderful. All together it’s about 2/3 the
size of our old apartment, but since Jael isn’t living with us anymore, that extra bedroom is a storage room/clothes closet. And we are
loving the location. Now we’re not next to campus—we’re ON campus! There are trees! A “mountain” to climb! Only two floors,
instead of 15…and we know all of our neighbors. (It’s a 100% Lutheran ‘neighborhood,’ in fact! J )
I’ll let others in the family talk about the craziness of the move, although any of you who have had to deal with it yourselves
will understand. We’re still trying to unpack everything, and slowly, slooooowly, things are getting back to the new normal.
Of course, January and February are supposed to be devoted to class preparations—but January was kind of consumed, and the
official rules about schools and such change on a weekly basis, so it’s been very hard to plan anything effectively. The no-more-thanfour rule is still in effect (though if you make the room big enough, there must be some kind of exemption, because some of our
offices have—gasp!—ten or more people within the same four walls (2 meters apart, of course). The exciting news? I’ve been asked
to teach a seminary class on the Holy Spirit this semester! I’m
really looking forward to it, and since (as of yesterday) I’m now
free enough to spend time in my office, it’s time to get down to
business. Oh, that God would put the pneuma in my sails, as I
prepare to lead the seminarians on this journey of discovery
and growth!
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God be with you ‘til we meet again!
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(See some of the pictures larger at trinkleinfamily.wordpress.com.)
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When I first heard that we were going
to have to move with less than a
month’s notice, I thought it was a bad
thing. “Aww, no, but this is right in the
middle of our time being back together as a family...” And yes, we lost a lot of family time because of the move. But I think that
the woods are going to make up for that eventually, and I look forward to the hours I’ll be spending among the trees.

Our final “Family Game Night” gathering at the old apartment

Ladder truck on moving day

The beautiful view from our new front door

-Thanksgiving for
a smooth and
relatively easy mov
ing process
-For boldness and
courage for
Gretchen as she witn
esses in Seoul
-For clear direction
and provision
for Mike and John’s
college studies
-That the coming se
mester would
be free from COVID
complications
-For peace, unity, an
d revival in
both the United Sta
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To support us, you may send a tax-deductible gift to The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, P.O. Box 66861, St. Louis, MO 63166-6861 or securely
online through the LCMS website, at lcms.org/trinklein. Make checks payable to the LCMS, writing “Support of Hans Trinklein” on the memo line.
You can also send your gifts to our friends at Mission Central 40718 Highway E-16 Mapleton, IA 51034.

